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WashU Cloud Deployment Overview
•
•
•
•

Multi-cloud for IaaS: Azure, AWS, & GCP
Heavy SaaS adoption, but majority of infrastructure is still on-premise
Email standard is Office 365
Managed and independent IaaS options
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Why Did Our Customers Ask for GCP?
•
•
•
•
•

“The dataset I need to work with is stored there.”
“The research group I need to collaborate with is using it.”
“I want access to TPUs.”
“I want to use BigQuery.”
“It’s the cheapest place to run a short-term GPU cluster.”
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Phase 1: The Stone Age
•
•
•
•
•

All GCP projects stand alone (no assigned Org)
Customers create stand alone non-Gmail Google identities
WashU IT Service Account is “Owner” on all GCP projects
WashU IT grants customers “Editor” rights to GCP projects
Customers login with Google username/password
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Phase 2: The Dark Ages
• Additional reseller agreement needed for access to
research credits
• Attempted to create many GCP billing accounts, rolled back
• Discovered we had no path to SSO for GCP (as we had for
Azure and AWS)
• Discovered wustl.edu domain had been accidentally taken
over for Google Services years earlier (Google Team Sites)
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Phase 3: The Industrial Revolution
•
•
•
•

Regained control of wustl.edu Domain for new G-Suite Org
Enabled only Identity and GCP services in G-Suite Org
Established SSO for G-Suite
Began migrating GCP Projects and Google Identities into
G-Suite Org
• Developed new customer on-boarding process for GCP
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Phase 4: Modern Day (current state)
•
•
•
•
•

Google Identities and GCP Projects now under G-Suite Org
Departments and Folders built out under Org
GCP Project rights granted via G-Suite Groups
2FA Enabled for all GCP project access (via DUO 2FA)
WashU IT controls GCP IAM rights using G-Suite Org
Admin role
• GCP projects linked to a single master billing account
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Phase 5: The Future
• Synchronization between AD groups and G-Suite groups
for GCP authorization
• Automated provisioning /de-provisioning of GCP access
• Custom IAM roles for GCP projects with sensitive data
types
• Stackdriver log aggregation and active threat monitoring
• Add Reseller via Internet2 NET+GCP agreement to
facilitate direct billing model
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Key Takeaways
• If you are not a G-Suite school, you will need “Google Cloud Identity” or a
G-Suite Org with most services disabled in order to properly manage your
GCP environment.
• Carefully consider GCP project creation rights or you will have GCP project
sprawl.
• Need a reseller in order to setup direct billing with many GCP billing
accounts.
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With Great Integration Comes
Great Responsibility (a.k.a.
GCP at a G Suite School)

Bob Flynn
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reflynn@iu.edu
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Agenda
• IU Cloud Baseline
• The GCP Dilemma for G Suite Schools
• The Anatomy of GCP
• Pulling Back from the Brink
• IU’s GCP Architecture
• Outstanding Questions
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Indiana University
9 campus university
2 core, 7 regional
115,000 students
20,000 faculty/staff
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IU Cloud Baseline – IT is Highly Centralized
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IU Cloud Baseline - Multiple Data Centers
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IU Cloud Baseline - Cloud Experimentation
Central IT

Distributed IT

Researchers
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IU Cloud Baseline - Cloud Experimentation
AWS
•
•
•
•

NET+ contract through
DLT. Steadily growing.
Moving to AWS Orgs
Off contract use illusive
but not insignificant
Off contract soon to be
compelled to move onto
the contract

MS Azure
•
•
•
•

Contract through SHI
Minimal but
consequential usage
A couple large grantdriven enrollments
On the road to contract
and control consolidation

GCP
•

•
•

NET+ pre-validation
contract, shifting to final
contract after end of
service validation
Reseller is Sada
Early adopters include
Unizin data analysis,
researchers, multi-cloud
development comparison
and a broader Google
push
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The GCP Dilemma for G Suite Schools
• You enable G Suite for free email, calendar and collaboration applications for
students, and maybe even staff.
• G Suite provides identity for all your users
• G Suite admin enables developer tools in order to manage instance at scale
with APIs.
• Turning on developer tools turns on GCP for your organization
• Any user can create projects in GCP
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The Anatomy of GCP – A quick explainer
• All resources in GCP – your storage,
database, VMs, etc. – are contained in
a project.
• Projects can be organized in folders.
• Folders are contained under your
organizational node.
• Your G Suite domain creates the GCP
organizational node.
• Unlike in AWS, billing is separate from
projects. A single billing ID can be used
for multiple projects.
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The GCP Dilemma for G Suite Schools
• You enable G Suite for free email, calendar and collaboration applications for
students, and maybe even staff.
• G Suite provides identity for all your users
• G Suite admin enables developer tools in order to manage instance at scale
with APIs.
• Turning on developer tools turns on GCP for your organization
• Any user can create projects in GCP
• Google offers every new user a $300 credit. To use it, users create their own
billing ID using their credit card as backstop.
• Students, faculty and staff begin to experiment.
• Faculty begin to teach using free course credits (no CC required). One
semester they might teach simple app dev. Maybe IoT the next semester.
• Researchers start working with public data sets.
• Projects numbers in your org begin to grow. Many are orphaned.
• Still no GCP admin on the scene, perhaps not even an awareness that GCP
is enabled.
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Has It Gone Too Far?
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Pulling Back from the Brink
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish GCP admin
Stop billing ID and project creation
Have we stopped the bleeding? How do we handle legitimate projects?
Billing IDs only created through reseller
Script administrative creation of projects
How do we handle teaching and learning use cases?
Google has recommended sending students to personal Gmail accounts
Use Google group to punch a hole to a student sandbox
What about faculty experimentation and course preparation?
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Proposed Architecture
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Outstanding Questions
• Is this really the best folder architecture?
• Once a user has established their billing ID can we give them the ability to create
additional projects?
• How do you maintain security best practices while giving project owners the
permissions to do their work?
• Do we have to treat all users and workloads the same when it comes to
security?
• Which organizational policies do we apply and where do we apply them?
• What’s the best way to tie all GCP activity to existing security controls and
practices?
• At what point can we bring on-prem security practices and personnel to cloudnative?
• How do we stay out of the handbasket?
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Topics
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives for AWS at Emory Service
Layered Security Controls
Provisioning and Management
RHEDcloud foundation
Q&A
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Objectives for AWS at Emory Service
• Mediate access to AWS for Emory research community:
– Preserve functionality, agility and automation of AWS to the greatest
possible extent
– Simplify administrative overhead by integrating Emory authentication, billing
and service desk workflows
– Reduce risks associated with sensitive
research by incorporating AWS and
Emory security controls
– Mindset was “What do we need to do?”
not “What is it easy to do?”
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Security Context
Concerns

Controls

• HIPAA and Other Compliance
Obligations
• Little Understanding of the Shared
Responsibility Model
• IT and Cyber Security Competency
of User Base Varies
• Loss of Centralized Network
Security Controls
• How Do We Block Critical Threats?

•
•
•
•

Service Risk Assessments
Network Design
Service Control Policies
Identity and Access Management
Policies
• Security Risk Detectors and
Security Risk Remediators
• Rules of Behavior

Service Risk Assessments
• For each service, we:
– Identify risks
– Determine how the risks can be addressed
– Document service use guidelines

• The aforementioned assessments inform specifications for the
implementation of detective, preventative and policy-based controls
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Network Design and Preventative Controls
• Network topology – VPCs extend Emory’s network through site-to-site
VPN tunnels allowing Emory to leverage existing on-prem network
controls
• Deep integration with Emory network, Emory on-prem Palo Alto
firewalls, Emory Shibboleth for authentication, Duo MFA for web
applications and command-line access, Emory NetIQ Identity
Management for role-based authorization
• Preventative Controls (preferred)
– Service Control Policies (2 HIPAA and 1 Standard)
– IAM roles (presently employ three user roles and other service roles)
– IAM policies (attached to roles)
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Detective and Remediative Controls
• AWS GuardDuty Enabled in Each Account
– Analyzes VPC Flow Logs and Cloud Trail Logs with Machine Learning to
identify and alert on anomalous or malicious activity
– Does not analyze configurations for variance against desired state

• Custom Security Risk Detectors/Remediators (64 and counting)
– Emory engineered software that can scale out to overwatch many accounts
and realize short check intervals (10s)
– Our custom detectors and remediators exceed AWS platform capabilities
– Commercial solutions in this space were prohibitively expensive and had
significantly higher latency
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Policy Controls
• AWS at Emory Rules of Behavior
– Account Owners and Administrators Must Agree to Terms
– Limits Cloud Based Processing of Sensitive Data to AWS at Emory
– Establishes Financial Accountability
– Documents Additional Requirements for ePHI and IHI
– Emphasizes the Shared Responsibility Model of AWS
– Prohibits users from attempting to hack or bypass security controls
– Requires prompt remediation of risks identified within customer accounts
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Account Creation Workflow
• Customers initiate via Emory ServiceNow form;
admins initiate from the VPC provisioning web
app. Highlights include:
– Allows user to select HIPAA or non-HIPAA
account
– Specifies type of VPC (1 - extend Emory’s
network to AWS / all traffic backhauled to Emory;
or 2 – direct access to public facing internet
behind Palo Alto firewall)
– Creates new AWS account and links it with Emory
IDM system(NetIQ) allowing for SAML SSO
– Links Emory (Peoplesoft) financial account to
AWS account/billing
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Virtual Private Cloud Provisioning (VPCP) App
• Single pane of glass with Emory specific AWS functions:
– Manage account metadata and administrator roles
– Create/maintain VPCs
– Manage CIDR ranges for VPCs
– Create/maintain elastic IPs
– Create/maintain firewall rules
– View detailed billing information
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Other important attributes of offering
• Over 600k lines of code (web app, provisioning, controls) written in
order to achieve our desired functionality
• Users that adopt our offering also get:
– AWS Enterprise Support Plan
– BAA that applies to HIPAA-designated services
– Custom utilities that simplify generation of temporary keys, reducing
security risk

• Offering built using service-oriented architecture, Java, Web Services,
Python, PyTest
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Emory-specific landing page
https://aws.emory.edu/
Emory-specific AWS landing
page shows subset of
Emory approved AWS
services and provide links
to a different account
creation page and to Virtual
Private Cloud Provisioning
app

Note: There is a demo of the AWS at Emory Service under the documentation menu
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RHEDcloud (Research, Healthcare, Education Cloud) foundation
• Have created foundation to open source the work products described
in this presentation and to extend the capabilities to other major cloud
platforms. Founding members include Emory, AWS, Google,
Microsoft, Smartronix, Merck Pharmaceuticals, Univ. of Colorado,
Univ. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Duke, Rice, Univ. of Washington,
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison, University of Minnesota
• Goal is to make it financially feasible for all parties to curate security
and provisioning models that work on all the major cloud platforms
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Discussion and Q&A
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